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Lessons Learned From Closing my Engagement with PMILC 

As we have learned in our PMP course a project is a temporary endeavor which has a start  
date and an end date. As all good things come to end, my current project with PMILC is getting  
closed by end of December which will be end of my tenure with PMI Lebanon  
Chapter as the VP of Professional Development. 

The current deteriorating situation in Lebanon has made us all think of alternatives outside 
our beloved country and find ways to get out of the “survival” mode and start growing again. 
Hopefully this cursed 2020 will be over soon and with the dawn of a New Year, I will also 
embark into a new journey in the Arabian Gulf states leaving back at home my family, friends, 
communities I am part of and in particular the PMI Lebanon Chapter. We had big plans this last 
year before the last October 2019 events (Like PDD, Conference, University Outreach etc…) but all get parked due to both  
the impact caused by COVID and the financial crisis. Somehow I feel that there is “unfinished business” that needs to take  
care of once life is back to normal. Perhaps in phase 2 as we say in projects. 

Like every project closure, we reflect back and document the lessons learned which can serve as a stepping stone for our next 
endeavor. Definitely this is not my last engagement with PMI volunteering community at large, since I will seek to reintegrate 
back and be part of the sister chapters where I will be based. Hence at this point in time, I would like to reflect back on those 
4 years that I have been part of the PMILC board and share some lessons learned which can be useful for the incoming board 
members. Here are some thoughts: 

1. Establish Credibility through actions not words. Every board has a management dynamics or a philosophy which people 
inherit from their professional lives and try sometimes to impose. In PMILC two boards I have served, we didn’t have such 
a culture. We listened to each other pretty well with respect. Since everyone is engaged voluntarily naturally there will be 
debates or disputes which way to go or approach to take.  Hence, if you are going to be the next board member, make sure 
you establish credibility as early as possible through your hands on work! If you want to influence decisions, your actions 
should speak louder than words. Otherwise no one will buy your ideas and you end up “losing the dressing room” as they say 
in football. Otherwise everything is possible! Whatever initiatives I have tabled to the board over 4 years, all have worked out 
providing you also take ownership of the initiative. People will follow your lead as long as you exercise that servant leadership.

2. Be Consistent with high Quality standards. Over the 4 years, we ensured to deliver the Monthly Talks series which we 
formatted it from being a lecture oriented classical topics into more grounded experiential learning sessions covering variety  
of topics that can have an impact on the project management practice and profession. Personally, I learned a lot from all the  
45+ speakers I interacted and worked with. Initially I used to ask speakers to provide the topic it’s agenda, learning objectives 
and let them do their thing without even meeting them in person. However, few experiences taught me the art of preparation 
and the need to focus on quality standards. Hence, I made sure to meet in person with the speaker and explain about our 
audience and ensure they share more stories and experiences and not focus on theory. The approach to bring the best in the 
speakers was important: challenging the taught process in shaping the title and the content by always remaining respectful  
and cordial. Also we wanted to give chance to everyone within the community to come and talk. That’s why consistency in 
delivery, preparation, and approach is key. With the breakout of the Pandemic we switched quickly in no time to the virtual mode. 
We practiced “being agile” and were one of the first chapters in the region who quickly embraced the virtual monthly talk mode. 
It was so successful that we were asked to present our typical Lebanese resilience in the PMI LIM sessions as a success story. 

WORD FROM PMI
LEBANON CHAPTER

CONTINUE READING 
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WORD FROM PMI
LEBANON CHAPTER
3. Teamwork matters but not always: Being a voluntary role, don’t expect to get full commitment and determination from 
everyone involved. You can’t manage people like you do in your projects: “why we are late?”, “where is the action plan?”  
people have their lives and priorities and sometimes hidden agendas. They might give an idea without an action plan.  
So when you are organizing an activity or event you might reach to a point either you are all alone or few people are working 
with you on the ground. Keep moving forward, leverage the influence of few confidents to get things done and don’t expect 
much from everyone not to be disappointed. Once you succeed in delivering the needful, things will change and if you fail  
be ready for criticism and be ready to respond back if you didn’t get their support as a team. 

4. Don’t underestimate the power of networking within the community: Sometimes I feel what people inform us that they 
are not able to connect with people to find job opportunities or benefit from peers. You never know when an opportunity 
knocks the door. Few weeks ago I visited one of the speakers who had presented in one of our monthly talks. She was proudly 
displaying on her desk the certificate which we had given her as a token of appreciation. Her guidance to me to address  
an important personal matter was very invaluable to and gave me the realization that this was an Instant Karma. So keep  
on giving without expecting anything back. Life has its mysterious ways to treat you and give back when you are in need.

5. Ideas Implementation & Experimentation Lab: Unlike corporate life where you are governed by policies procedures  
and strategies sometimes not set by you the NGOs and Associations provide you the playground or lab to experiment with 
ideas or concepts that you believe in and through them influence decision making, strategy and outcomes. People under 
estimate this platform. You can practice your leadership skills without having a formal authority or even putting a together  
a membership outreach strategy. This is the place to find your strengths and weaknesses. People engaged with you will 
provide some indications or direct feedback since you are working in a voluntary context and not wearing the “work mask” 
and sugarcoating. One of these ideas was the integrated digital outreach strategy to increase participation of member in one  
of our PDDs. I presented to the board the model and requested from them to follow up a telemarketing script in addition  
to the email, whatsapp, social media posts targeted campaigns the thrill of watching the daily progress was amazing. After 
every email campaign, telephone calls watching the registrations flowing in.

Hope these lessons learned can be helpful for any aspiring member to be part of this unique experience of serving the PMI 
Lebanon chapter community. Reflecting back, I really enjoyed my stint, travelling around few times representing PMILC, 
meeting new people, getting new books, making new friends and having some thought provoking conversations about  
our cherished profession of project management and life in general. 

I would like to thank the two PMILC boards, the PMILC members, all the extended family of PMI Community, the speakers, 
volunteers who have made this journey very memorable. Grateful for all the experiences shared. With that I sign-off from 
PMILC and looking forward to the next chapter of my life and engagement with PMI community. Good things happen  
when you get involved with PMI.

Sarkis Kerkezian, PMP
VP - Professional Development

Mob: +96170848727
email: Education@pmilebanonchapter.org

mailto:education@pmilebanonchapter.org


MONTHLY TALKS
COVID-19 and Global Project Management   
by Dr. Deepa Bhide

DATE:  October 30, 2020  /  TIME:  6:30PM  
LOCATION:  Through zoom videoconferencing

Dr. Deepa Bhide was the speaker for the month of October 2020 and she 
presented a session about   "COVID-19 and Global Project Management"

MORE INFO
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OCT

Disruption – Triple Enablers for Success 
by Mr. Deji Ishmael  

DATE:  November 26, 2020  /  TIME:  6:30PM  
LOCATION:  Through zoom videoconferencing

Mr. Deji Ishmael was the speaker for the month of November 2020  
and he talked about   "Disruption – Triple Enablers for Success". 

MORE INFO NOV

MONTHLY TALKS

DECEMBER MONTHLY TALK 

https://www.pmi.org/-/media/pmi/chapters/lebanon-chapter/pdf/project_management_principles_in_crisis_management_final.pdf?v=8075ff89-2431-4757-8185-a06faaa98d4f
https://www.pmi.org/-/media/pmi/chapters/lebanon-chapter/pdf/pmilc-112020.pdf?v=14e5f8df-74ce-4823-857f-22630558e771
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Managing Teams and Self in a Hybrid World of Virtual and Ground Reality

In December 2020; PMI Lebanon Chapter organized Virtual Professional Development Series: Managing Teams 
and Self in a Hybrid World of Virtual and Ground Reality.

These sessions provided the participants with the tools and the techniques that can be used in our daily world 
especially in the current circumstances where juggling between "working from home" and "going to the office  
or site" requires to be well prepared to manage ourselves and the teams we work with effectively.

The sessions took place as follows at 6:30 pm on the following dates through zoom:

Session 1  
December 2, 2020 

Team Agility:  
Building Responsive 
Teams with Belbin  
Team Roles  

by Raymond  
El Khoury

Access Passcode:  
1E%K@L==

Access Passcode:  
z?G.q6cx

Access Passcode:  
8%vWzwP3

Session 2  
December 3, 2020 

Leadership and 
Management: 
Accept or Deny 
Unexpected Events?   

by Jihad Abou Zeid

Session 3  
December 4, 2020 

How can a 
Leader Improve 
the Individual 
performance of his/
her Team?  

by Zeina Boukheir

Session 4  
December 17, 2020 

Year End Monthly Talk with 
special guest speaker PMI Board 
of Directors: Ms. Jennifer Tharp  
who discussed: 

Managing teams and Self  
- putting it together 

In addition, Participants and 
volunteers were selected to 
Put Concepts into Action by 
sharing their experiences after 
the 2 weeks and debrief by the 
presenters. 

SESSION RECORDING SESSION RECORDING SESSION RECORDING

VIRTUAL 
PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT SERIES

https://zoom.us/rec/share/sujZbuC6aGfznanRTAPJYhSJYp0OrKx03yZ5A34FzgFeKHZew9Za9FdlqUTqNJF2.QzBQfISvQyiuh0im
https://zoom.us/rec/share/HdUwiLSYPFQyNyT8C_s_vf3BmQmbrhQrE56BB7YMxI6O0MVKINrNt36le1N5l92R.G6Fn6RFNoeS4C1VJ
https://zoom.us/rec/share/HU6Fea2MRmbhGEipcMGXTyuZC30gtUfG89hCXqjp8RYfiP8SgziI0-eFmqdTZLjg.KD2bUmzTkMb0dxRu


PMILC NEWS
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Participation in Virtual Leadership Institute 
Meeting (LIM) 2020 

PMI Lebanon Chapter have been identified to be one  
of the presenters in a panel discussion in LIM 2020  
which took place virtually in October. The panel topic  
was "Collaborating in Social Media Panel Discussion"  
and its objective was to describe the benefits  
of establishing an inter-chapter task force for social 
media and to discuss how to leverage PMI’s Ethics  
Insight Team social media project. 

PMILC VP of Administration presented an overview about PMILC and how PMILC is promoting Ethics along  
with its impact on the chapter (internally and externally; in our board and in our community). The panel  
was presented by three speakers:  President of PMI Chennai Chapter, Member of PMI Ethics Insight Team  
and PMI Leadership Institute Master Class (LIMC) Alumni and PMILC VP of Administration.

PM Youth: PMILC Awareness Session to Youth
In November 2020 and as part of PMILC efforts to 
continuously promote Project Management to the youth; 
PMILC VP of Administration gave a presentation to AUB 
students (students were from both class of Business  
and Engineering and for undergraduate and graduate 
students) on PMI and PMI Lebanon Chapter. 

In the presentation, a discussion took place on the role  
of volunteering and the PMImpact initiative which PMILC 
is taking part in. In addition and to reach more students 
and volunteers as part of the initiative, contact took place 
with other professors at AUB, along with professors at other esteemed universities in Lebanon to check  
their interest in also having their students participate in our initiative and the discussion is in progress.

MORE NEWS 



PMILC NEWS
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PMImpact: The Social Good Impact of Professionals in Project Management:  
PMILC Activity with Bassma: Beirut Houses Assessment after the Explosion. 

PMILC and as part of our contribution to the PMImpact checked who from members from PMILC community  
are interested in participating in the initiative with Bassma organization on the assessment of affected houses 
in Ashrafieh area after the explosion in Beirut in August 2020. 

In addition, list of AUB students who showed interest were also provided to Bassma organization who  
is handling the coordination with the volunteers onsite.

PMI Lebanon Chapter  
in PMI Today Digital Publication
Finding Smart Solutions to Tough Challenges

500 Club Membership
PMI Lebanon Chapter has a new record of success. The chapter  
has achieved a benchmark of excellence by attaining the maximum 
reimbursement level with the Chapter Guest Pass Program. With this 
achievement, PMI Lebanon Chapter has been automatically enrolled  
as a member of the 500 Club for 2020.

PMI Lebanon Chapter have expanded networking opportunities  
and knowledge contribution within the chapter and also created  
additional resources for chapter programs.

MORE INFO

READ ARTICLE

https://www.pmi.org/chapter-guest-pass-program
https://www.pmitoday-digital.com/pmitoday/november_december_2020/MobilePagedReplica.action?pm=1&folio=12#pg12
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COMMUNITY 
THOUGHTS 
MR. HISHAM MALAEB
CURRENT ROLE:  
Senior Project/Program Manager under PMO (Project Management Office)  
at BBAC Bank.

ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS:  
Bachelor Degree in Computer Science, PMP, PMI-ACP

PMILC MEMBER SINCE: 
March 2018

DOMAIN / INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE: 
Business system Architect and Implementation

TESTIMONIAL:  
Being a member of PMILC since 2018, I have attended several monthly talks and coffee meetups. 
Monthly talks are always full of valuable information and special unique experience where it is attended  
by many project managers from all around the world; this is a clear outcome of hard and organized work  
from PMILC team. During different PMILC events, we used to meet with many new professionals where we  
share knowledge and experience. Hoping, after the resolution of COVID19, that soon we will be able to meet  
again physically in coffee meetups, volunteer work and for sure monthly talks.

NEXT MEMBER 



COMMUNITY 
THOUGHTS 
MS. RIAM CHAZBECK
CURRENT ROLE:  
Project Manager & Client Coordinator at Loft Construction  
(a construction and contracting company in Lebanon)

ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS:  
• Bachelor degree in Mechatronics Engineering
• Master degree in Mechanical Engineering, PMP Certificate earned  

at 16 August 2018
• In addition to various certificates: 

- Leading Teams (University Of Michigan)
- Critical Perspectives on Management (IE Business School)
- Strategic Leadership and Management (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

PMILC MEMBER SINCE: 
17 August 2017  

DOMAIN / INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE: 
Engineering, Construction, Contracting, Human Resources and Non Governmental organizations work.  

TESTIMONIAL:  
Being a member of the PMI Lebanon Chapter community is an eye-opening experience in all aspects, not only 
professionally but also on a personal level. Beside attending monthly talks discussing leadership, management 
and Covid versus management lectures, we had the honor to be part of the LIM event, where people from 
all around the globe gathered to share their knowledge and experience with others. I would like to sincerely 
give appreciation to PMI and PMI Lebanon Chapter for offering this great opportunity for one to advance their 
project management, leadership skills and enlarge their networking circle.
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INTERVIEW

1. How do you describe the role of project manager?
The role of the project manager is like an orchestra maestro.  
The maestro and the project manager have a big team with different members (players) each having different roles  
and distinguished skill sets. 

Both the project manager and the maestro act as servant leaders, they both: 
• lead by example and they have the team to develop and grow in potential.
• take responsibility for what the team produces.
• they take ownership for the team’s success and failure.
• they plan, coordinate, and complete activities.
• they are not expected to be able to play every “instrument”.
• they communicate in real time with the team.

So project managers connect with the team, they are not expected to execute tasks themselves but to lead their team even 
if the project manager has technical knowledge. 

The 3 main project manager’s competencies (according to PMBoK guide) are: 
1. Technical project management
2. Leadership
3. Strategic and business management 

Reference book: Everyone communicates and few connects – John Maxwell

2. How do you apply and benefit from your project management skills in your life?
As part of my coaching practice, I explain to my participants that the benefits from the PM skills are huge. PM skills can be 
implemented in life and in  business. Applying PM approach, tools, and techniques, helps the person stay in control of daily 
life circumstances and business challenges. 

Techniques like communicating with stakeholders and estimating durations, cost and developing a schedule, etc.  
let you handle daily circumstances differently.

While coaching business owners, we also work on setting goals together. A simple tool I use is the 1-Page Plan where  
they use 4 quadrants: 
I. Their WHY (vision and mission)
II. Their WHATs:  to reach your “Why” you need to have clear SMART goals
III. Their HOW: goals need to be broken down to projects 
IV. Their WHEN: projects need to be broken down to milestones and tasks

It is essential to start at the top with your ‘WHY’. Once the WHY is clear, decomposing into goals, projects  
and tasks becomes easy.

Reference book: Start with your Why – Simon Sinek
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MR. GABY AWAD
CURRENT JOB / TITLE: 
Business and Executive Coach, Speaker, and Trainer

PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS: PMP, Certified Business Coach from ActionCOACH,  
Certified Executive Coach from Marshal Goldsmith, Certified Leadership Coach  
from The John Maxwell Team

CONTINUE READING 



3. How did project management credentials help in advancing your career and knowledge?
Back in year 2010, I left PwC where I was the Director in Charge of the Consulting Practice. I joined couple of local banks 
heading their Project Management Office (PMO). These were opportunities for me to learn and apply further project 
management methodologies and frameworks. I have secured sending 30 team members to take the PM Preparation  
course and to sit for the exam and I jumped on board and joined them in the accreditation process back in 2013. Being 
Head of PMO; I became certified myself and even while having 12 years of experience and to continue leading  
by example; I studied while rechecking the project PMBOK Guide  and I learned with an intention to teach and apply.  
I took the course and passed the exam: even my own study notes where in PowerPoint slides; because I had the intention 
to teach PMP. I read, summarized, consolidated and transferred the knowledge to others. 
I benefited from this and became a PMP instructor since 2014.

By teaching you will learn and by learning you will teach – Reference from Tarzan - Disney Movie

4. Can you share with us a successful project you have worked on and its lessons learned?
Where there is a storm, fishermen fix their nets. In February 2020, I started the project which I  have been postponing  
for a while: having my own online self-paced E-learning platform goodsession.me.

During this challenging project; I have learned new tools, invested time and resources to achieve my goal.  
My project has been implemented using an Agile approach. It was a success for me to have it completed in a short time  
(less than 3 months)

The lesson learned: you will never be ready: don’t procrastinate, “jump and build your wings on your way down”.  
Start with the minimum plan, use “rolling wave technique” and then develop  your plan, iterate and execute as you go. 

5. Any advice and recommendation you can give to other project managers
The advice I give to all project managers is emphasize on how important to keep stakeholders informed and engaged: 
since you spend 86% of your time managing stakeholders. Engaging, communicating, and connecting are far more 
important than delivery within scope, at budget and within schedule.

By experience; you learn the importance of communicating with the stakeholders: this is the key to success even if you 
don’t deliver technically on time: managing stakeholders expectations, keeping them engaged by keeping communication 
flowing is more than 86% of your chances of success on a project.

INTERVIEW
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WELCOMING 
NEW MEMBERS
1. Mr. Neeraj Ahuja

2. Mr. Salim Amine El Manasafi

3. Mr. Eli Chammas

4. Mr. Ayodeji Ishmael

5. Mr. Patrick Ghostine Khoueiry

6. Mr. Elie Hajj

7. Mr. Mohamed Saad

8. Mr. Eddy Deeb

9. Mr. Rabih El Sabbagh

10. Mr. Karam Zouhairy

Welcoming new members who have joined the chapter in Q4 2020

11. Mr. Louis Eid

12. Mr. Sreekumar Sasidharan Pillai

13. Mr. Dany Fawaz

14. Ms. Rania Darwich

15. Mr. Syed Uzair

16. Ms. Chaza Hoteit
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PMI EVENTS
SEMINARSWORLD VIRTUAL: 
FEBRUARY 
22 – 25 February 2021 |  Live Virtual Workshop

Join our expert SeminarsWorld® instructors virtually to network and learn with your peers in small-group,  
topic-intensive seminars aligned with the PMI Talent Triangle® while you earn up to 28 PDUs and 2.8 
Continuing Education Units. Build your career with these real-time online project management courses.  
Join us and benefit from tools, templates, and tactics you can use right away.

MORE DETAILS REGISTER NOW
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https://www.pmi.org/events/seminarsworld/seminarsworld-february-2021
https://registration.experientevent.com/ShowPMI211/Flow/ATT#!/registrant//Member/



